In The Service At The 100th Anniversary of Springdale 1951
Raymond C. Lunde
John Marty
Lee Thompson
Roger Field
Robert Marty
Elmer Magnuson, Jr.
Charles Julson
Glenn Thompson
Those Known To Have Served After 1951 Or Presently Serving
Doylan Sponem
Robert Murray
Finn Gunderson
Jim Laufenberg
Richard Skindrud
Lief Skindrud
Marry Skindrud
Phillip Helland
Chris Hanson
Scott Ellingson
Dale Chapman
Arthur Elver
William Elver
Julie Baker-McVeigh
Keith Bakken
Kevin Chapman
David Stenseth
Willis Johnson

American Legion Post #113 of Mt. Horeb maintains and honors the veterans’ remains resting here at the Springdale Cemetery.
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